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Abstract
Ambridge argues that the existence of exemplar models for individual phenomena 
(words, inflection rules, etc.) suggests the feasibility of a unified, exemplars-everywhere 
model that eschews abstraction. The argument would be strengthened by a description 
of such a model. However, none is provided. I show that any attempt to do so would 
immediately run into significant difficulties – difficulties that illustrate the utility of 
abstractions. I conclude with a brief review of modern symbolic approaches that address 
the concerns Ambridge raises about abstractions.
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Ambridge (2020) asks us to imagine language without abstractions. This is motivated in 
part by empirical phenomena, but also by theoretical work. Ambridge reviews a plethora 
of models that replace common linguistic abstractions like the words dog and cat or the 
phoneme /t/ with real-time generalization over exemplars. Each of these typically only 
eliminates a single abstraction. For instance, Regier (2005) has no words, Nosofsky 
(1990) has no inflectional rules, and Walsh et al. (2010) has no syntactic constructions. 
Unfortunately, each of these models uses many other abstractions: Regier (2005) uses 
numerous abstract phonetic features, Nosofsky (1990) employs both phonetics and 
abstract word classes, Walsh et al. (2010) uses words, and so on. Ambridge suggests that 
if every abstraction can be eliminated individually, perhaps they can all be eliminated 
simultaneously.

This is easier said than done. Indeed, Ambridge provides little guidance as to how 
this might work. One option might be to treat each utterance–meaning pair as its own 
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exemplar, with no internal structure, as Ambridge appears to suggest in footnote 19. The 
linguistics literature provides numerous reasons to be skeptical. For instance, it is trivial 
to construct utterances that are arbitrarily dissimilar from previously-encountered utter-
ances (Arctic parrots cook seven-legged trucks), are of arbitrary length (Bill said that 
Sally said that Horace said that. . .), or involve mostly novel words (’Twas brillig and 
the slythy toves. . .). An American, having only just been informed that the British say 
‘elk’ to mean moose and ‘torch’ to mean flashlight can readily use her new cultural com-
petency to correctly interpret a British utterance of John saw the elk by the light of the 
torch. Similarly, people can quickly adapt to novel accents based on systematic phonetic 
transformations (Maye et al., 2008) – an ability that MacWhinney (2020) discusses in his 
commentary as well. It is unclear how any of this could be explained by analogy over 
previously-encountered utterance–meaning pairs, particularly when one realizes that 
Utterance is itself exactly the sort of abstraction we are trying to eliminate. Indeed, these 
are exactly the kinds of reasons linguists hypothesize structured representions such as 
phonemes, words, morphemes, and syntactic constructions.

The other option is to chain exemplar models together: utterances are real-time gen-
eralizations over syntactic structure exemplars, syntactic structures are real-time gener-
alizations over exemplars made of words, words are real-time generalizations of 
exemplars made of phonemes, phonemes are real-time generalizations over phonetic 
features, etc. Leaving aside whether this would work in principle – many of the problems 
raised above still apply – it faces serious practical difficulties. Even very conservative 
estimates put the number of real-time analogies needed to compute a single new utter-
ance at over 1 trillion, and we have not yet considered abstractions such as parts of 
speech or inflection. This problem may be solvable, but the solution cannot be assumed.

The best-known solution to this sort of combinatorial explosion is to approximate these 
calculations using stored abstractions. A well-designed abstraction is a simplification that, 
at some minimal cost to precision, provides computational tractability. For instance, one 
could replace the abstract concept money with a bag of exemplars (coins, bills, rubles, 
yen, credit, bitcoin, etc.) with some arguable gain to precision, but at the cost of making 
the entire discipline of economics unwieldy (Fodor, 1974). Abstractions are useful.

This usefulness is illustrated by the already-mentioned fact that all the reviewed mod-
els make extensive use of abstractions in defining their exemplars. Indeed, Ambridge 
employs abstractions even in ‘toy examples.’ In the following example, he makes exten-
sive use of discourse-level and conceptual abstractions, despite elsewhere arguing that 
linguistic meaning does not make use of conceptual abstractions:

The child generates She’s tamming to express the message ‘Discourse-old female undergoes 
spinning action’ by analogy across utterances [such as] ‘Discourse-old female undergoes 
bouncing action’ = She’s bouncing; ‘Discourse-old female undergoes spinning actions’ = She’s 
spinning [and] ‘Discourse-new female undergoes spinning action’ = Sue’s spinning [and] the 
utterance in which the novel verb was trained (‘Toy block undergoes bouncing+spinning 
action’=Look, tamming!. . .)

This brings us to our central point. It might be possible to design a mind free of 
abstractions, but would we want to? Abstractions – particularly symbols and rules – are 
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phenomenally powerful computational devices. That is why mathematics and computer 
science depend on them. Even developers of non-symbolic deep neural networks define 
these networks using highly abstract languages, interpreted by symbol-processing 
machines. Abstractions also allow for rapid learning and generalization (Goodman et al., 
2011; Tenenbaum et al., 2011). Moreover, abstract symbols allow for straightforward 
conceptual combination. In contrast, consider that pet fish are atypical exemplars of pets 
and atypical exemplars of fish, making it unclear how any exemplar theory could make 
sense of that phrase (cf. Fodor & Lepore, 1996). The situation is even more pronounced 
for pet vampires or pet Martians.

Ambridge raises concerns about symbolic approaches: they are brittle, do not cap-
ture graded human behavior, cannot instantiate ‘islands of productivity,’ require intri-
cate innate specification, etc. However, these concerns do not apply as readily to 
modern work as to the 20th-century approaches Ambridge focuses on.1 Bayesian 
approaches have endowed symbolic systems with the flexibility and graded behavior 
that were once the domain of purely non-symbolic approaches (Tenenbaum et al., 
2011). Models of morphology have pushed beyond ‘single default rule’ paradigms to 
employ myriad productive rules (O’Donnell, 2015). Bayesian priors and program 
induction allow symbolic models to flexibly modify their own structure, learning the 
model from the input rather than requiring precise innate specification (Lake et al., 
2015; Overlan et al., 2017; Perfors et al., 2010; Tenenbaum et al., 2011). For instance, 
it is now possible to induce phrase-structure grammars directly from corpora (Pate & 
Johnson, 2016). Other work has augmented symbolic approaches with aspects of non-
symbolic computation, opening up exciting new research directions and suggesting 
new hypotheses about brain function (Battaglia et al., 2018; Bingham et al., 2019; 
Yildirim et al., 2019).

We will not know what approach to modeling language acquisition will work until we 
have one that does. However, as work on exemplar theories shows, it is literally difficult 
to imagine cognition without abstractions. Given the utility of abstractions, one may 
wonder whether we should even try.
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Note

1. While I focus on symbolic approaches, it is also true that modern prototype accounts are far 
more powerful than the ones Ambridge critiques (Battleday et al., 2017).
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